
 

August 13, 2020 

 

Ola Mullins       VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 

P.O. Box 1426      No. 70133020000069096820 

Welch, WV 24801 

 

Dear Ms. Mullins: 

 

Enclosed, please find an Administrative Order requiring you to close the facility which you are 

currently operating and discharge all residents for failing to implement the Directed Plan of 

Correction and correct the citations issued from the complaint investigation. 

 

Please pay special attention to your due process rights as outlined in the last paragraph of the 

Order.  If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Kelli Cooper, Program Manager, at 

Kelli.R.Cooper@wv.gov or the telephone number above.   

 

       Sincerely, 

 

       Jolynn Marra 
 

       Jolynn Marra 

       Director 

 

cc: Kelli Cooper, Program Manager 

 Jessica Y. Whitmore, General Counsel OIG 

 

 

 

 

  

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA 

 

 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN RESOURCES  

 OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL  

Bill J. Crouch Office of Health Facility Licensure and Certification Jolynn Marra 

Cabinet Secretary 408 Leon Sullivan Way, Suite 120 Interim Inspector General 
 Charleston, West Virginia 25301-1713  

 Telephone: (304) 558-0050   Fax: (304) 558-2515  
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WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN RESOURCES 

 

  In re:   Legally Unlicensed Home 

     Ola Mullins 

     669 Tug River Road  

     Welch, WV 24801 

 

 

  Mailing Address: Ola Mullins 

     P.O. Box 1426 

     Welch, WV 24801 

 

ORDER 

 

 Pursuant to West Virginia Code §§16-5E-1, et seq., and the regulations duly promulgated 

thereunder at West Virginia Code of State Rules §§64-50-1, et seq., Ola Mullins is hereby 

ORDERED TO CLOSE the above-named facility for failing to implement the Directed Plan of 

Correction and to correct the citations issued from the investigations. 

 During the Office of Health Facility Licensure and Certification investigations, which 

were completed on June 13, 2019, and July 6, 2020, it was determined that Ola Mullins is 

operating in a way that jeopardizes the health, safety, welfare, and clinical treatment of the 

residents as set forth in the Statements of Deficiencies dated June 13, 2019, and July 6, 2020.  

Pursuant to these complaint investigations Ola Mullins failed to: 

a) Ensure that she and all household members and caregivers had a criminal background 

check which showed that they had a personal history that was free of evidence of abuse, 

fraud, or substantial and repeated violations of applicable laws and rules in the operation 

of any health or social care facility or service organization or in the care of dependent 

persons; and conviction of crimes relevant for the provision of care to a dependent 

population.  The Owner/Service provider and all caregivers, household members have not 

completed the West Virginia Clearance for Access: Registry and Employment Screening 

(WV CARES).  Upon information and belief, a caregiver with a felony was working in 

the facility.  Service provider/Owner was aware that caregivers and household members 

had not completed the background check process and were required to do so.  (W. Va. 

Code R. §64-50-4.4.); 

 



 
b) Failed to maintain a home in a clean, safe and sanitary condition, and in good repair.  

Carpeting in resident room was extremely dirty, stained, and very worn.  A stale order 

permeating from the stairs into the hallway.  The steps were steep and ending in a landing 

that was cluttered with clothing and shoes.  Other stairway was similarly soiled and had 

an odor.  An upstairs bedroom had a can of bed bug spray on the floor.  The light switch 

in a resident room was not working and only a table lamp on the floor to provide lighting.  

The kitchen was cluttered and dishes were piled high in the sink.  The dining room floor 

was grimy and cluttered.  The bathroom had a hollow wooden door.  The seams at the 

bottom had come loose and had an approximate 18 inch flap type defect.  The defect 

causes the wood to flair outward.  A resident was witnessed getting his foot caught on the 

gap at the bottom of the door and he almost fell.  The living room furniture had what 

appeared to be dead bed bugs in the creases and folds of the upholstery.  Caregivers were 

aware of the bed bug problem and that resident had bites all over him and his bed was 

covered with the bed bugs.  (W. Va. Code R. §64-50-5.3.); 

 

1) On separate occasion, kitchen was cluttered with dirty pans on the stove and 

grease running down the dial area of the stove.  Cups of cold coffee were sitting 

around on the counter.  Bowl of unidentifiable old food was sitting on the counter 

as well.  The inside of the microwave had dried food on all sides.  Bedrooms had 

a strong odor of urine.  Dining room table was stacked with cluttered items and 

numerous documents.  Chairs were covered with various items, including clothing 

and decorative accessories.  All seats were cluttered with no empty seat to allow 

anyone to sit and eat at the dining room table.  The living room was cluttered with 

various items.  Service provider was sleeping on sofa which was covered with 

blankets and pillows.  No chairs in the living room were free of clutter to allow 

anyone to sit.  Ants were crawling on a pie that was sitting on a chair in the 

kitchen.  Pie had been made a couple days ago according to caregiver; 

 

c) Failed to make provisions for the administration of medicines and drugs according to 

physician orders in compliance with applicable state laws.  Resident’s medications were 

in a men’s grooming kit type container with no lock on the container and the container 

was placed on a shelf in the kitchen.  Resident’s medications were in a lock box that was 

broken with no working lock.  Medication discrepancies included: Metformin had 75 

pills too many; Norvasc had 19 pills too many and of different shapes; Tradjenta had 26 

pills too many; Atenolol had 27 too many; and Lisinopril had 5 too many suggesting 

missing doses of medications.  Other medication errors included too few pills of other 

medications, suggesting more doses than prescribed given or stolen medication.  

Caregivers revealed keeping medications in their personal vehicles for safe keeping.  

Additionally there was a plastic bag with approximately 50 pills of various medications 

that were not labeled.  Service provider/Owner admitted to dumping leftover pills into 

new bottles when prescriptions are filled.  Caregiver stated she would give Tylenol if 

residents had headaches but did not know if any residents had allergies and stated that if 

an ambulance was called she did not know and had no medication or medical history 

records for any residents.  (W. Va. Code R. §64-50-8.1.); 

 



 
1) All resident medications are now kept in an unlocked suitcase located on the floor 

of the dining room next to the dining room table.  Resident’s medication were 

stored in a lock box with the key in the lock.  Lock was broken so the box was left 

unlocked.  Other resident’s medications were in a fabric makeup style bag and in 

a plastic grocery bag.  Multiple medications were lying loose int eh suitcase and 

in the lock box.  Also in the suitcase was a bottle of medication belonging to a 

previous caregiver.  Medication inaccuracies continued with additional pills being 

present suggesting missed doses of prescribed medications.  No explanation for 

additional pills in almost all medications and the only explanation was that 

medications were given as prescribed.  Various, unidentified medication pills 

were lying loose in the suitcase and fabric bag; 

 

d) Failed to ensure that all medications were kept in their original labeled containers and 

shall be labeled in accordance with the rules of the West Virginia Board of Pharmacy and 

in a manner that the name and strength of medication, manufacturer name, lot number, 

and expiration date can be readily identified.  Resident medications were stored in a 

men’s grooming type contained located on a shelf in the kitchen.  Caregiver had 

resident’s prescribed Lorazepram in her personal vehicle and pills were missing without 

an explanation.  (W. Va. Code R. §64-50-8.2.);  

 

1) Loose medications that were not identifiable were in the suitcase where 

medications were stored.  Service provider/Owner did not know what the 

medications were or how the medications got there.  Additionally, loose 

medications were in the fabric bag where other medications are stored.  Service 

provider/Owner did not know what the medications were or how they got loose in 

the fabric bag; and 

 

e) Provide appropriate storage of medications and to assure that only staff responsible for 

medication has access to medications for all residents.  Resident’s medication stored in a 

men’s grooming kit type container with no lock and stored on a shelf in the kitchen.  

Thirty pills were missing for his prescription of Ativan without explanation.  Other 

resident’s prescriptions were kept in a broken lock box with no operating lock and stored 

in the dining room on the floor under a shelf.  Medications in the lock box were in a 

plastic bag in the box, along with an extra plastic bag of unmarked medications.  

Caregivers thought medications in unlocked lock box were ok because there were no 

narcotics and that resident’s medication in the grooming kit were ok because the 

caregiver kept his narcotics in her personal vehicle for safe keeping.  Pills were missing 

from both narcotic prescriptions kept in the caregiver’s vehicle without explanation.  (W. 

Va. Code §64-50-8.3.); 

 

1) Resident’s medication previously stored in a grooming kit type bag are now 

stored in a broken, unlocked lock box in an unlocked suitcase in the dining room.  

Other resident’s medications previously stored in a broken lock box are now 

being stored in a fabric makeup type bag and plastic grocery bag.  Previous 

caregiver medication bottle was found in the suitcase and Service provider/Owner 



 
did not know how it got there.  Medication inaccuracies were found and detailed 

above and in the report of the investigation.  Unidentified medications were 

located in the suitcase, fabric bag, and plastic grocery bag without explanation.  

 

 It is FURTHER ORDERED that Ola Mullins refrain from admitting any new residents, 

close the above-named facility, and discharge the current residents within thirty (30) days of 

receipt of this Order. 

 If you believe that you were aggrieved by this Order, you have the right to a formal 

administrative hearing.  You also have the right to request an informal meeting with the Director 

prior to any formal hearing.  Any request for either a meeting or a hearing shall be made in 

writing within ten (10) days of receipt of this Order and addressed as follows: Legal Division, 

Office of Health Facility Licensure and Certification, 408 Leon Sullivan Way, Charleston, West 

Virginia 25301-1713.  At this time, all requests for a formal administrative hearing or an 

informal meeting must be sent by email to the follow address: Jessica.Y.Whitmore@wv.gov.  

Any request for either a formal administrative hearing or an informal meeting will not stay or 

supersede the enforcement of this Order. 

 Entered this 13th day of August, 2020. 

 

 

      Jolynn Marra 
      __________________________________________ 

      Jolynn Marra, Director 

      Office of Health Facility Licensure & Certification 

mailto:Jessica.Y.Whitmore@wv.gov

